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Partnerships provide opportunities to forge
strong links with communities we serve
THE importance of working with the
communities we serve cannot be
overstated. After all, from their earliest days
the railways have been the driving force
behind social change, expanding the
horizons of communities and shaping the
economic development of Britain.
As the shape of Britain has changed so
railways have needed to adapt to maintain
their relevance. From the darker days of the
1960s we now have our railways carrying
more people than ever and meeting
environmental and social needs like never
before.
Community rail partnerships were first
established in England in the 1990s as part
of an initiative to involve local people in
the development and running of local and
rural routes, services and stations.
They sought to increase community
involvement, support social and economic
development, increase travel and reduce
costs.
At CrossCountry, we have the
opportunity to support partnerships right
across the country and we have been
determined to work with CRPs to expand
the ways in which these objectives can be
met. Traditional, direct initiatives – like
supporting a station – are to be welcomed,
but we are pursuing many more routes
securing important benefits.
In our report you can read about our
partnership with the Scouting movement

to focus on railway safety amongst young
people; our links with the Newcastle
College Rail Academy to help broaden
students’ understanding of railways and the
career opportunities they present; and our
work with SFEDI and ACORP to develop
a toolkit to help make fledgling
commercial developments
self-sustaining over time.
We were delighted that our
support for the Cambridge
University Women’s Boat Club
helped them on their way to
victory in this year’s Boat Race.
The crew are well known to us on
our first trains out of Cambridge
to the boat house in Ely.
Our own developments are
naturally promoting
easier access to the
railway, rolling out
barcoded tickets to
mobile phones, and
offering good
value Advance
tickets on the
day of travel
where seats
are still
available.

We recognise the importance of securing
our ‘licence to operate’ in the minds of our
passengers, neighbours and other
stakeholders. Since CrossCountry does not
have a ‘local footprint’ as a station
operator, partnership opportunities
are doubly important to us
and we will continue to
find new and innovative
ways to forge strong
links amongst the
variety of communities
whom we serve.
I hope you find our
Community Impact
Report interesting,
informative and thought
provoking.
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Augmented reality content on these pages

Tap into bonus content
With the XC Community Hub Augmented Reality app
The app, XC COMMUNITY HUB, can be installed on smartphones and tablets and will
bring images to life using the power of Augmented Reality. Please switch off the
auto brightness and sleep settings on your mobile. Then to access the latest video
content, simply follow the three easy steps:
2

Download the
XC Community
Hub app from
App Store
or Google Play.

Scan the photo on
the pages where
you see
SCAN PHOTO
this AR
icon.
TO SEE VIDEO

Tap the .
button, bottom
right, for a guide to
additional scene
content
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Hi-tech innovation powers
cutting edge communication with
communities and stakeholders
PPORTUNITIES to rethink the ways
CrossCountry engages with
communities and stakeholders have
led to innovations in the support the
business provides and the way it
communicates with different audiences.
A mobile app launched in 2017 has
provided an exciting new communications
channel, initially for the company’s
employees and more recently for a wide
spectrum of stakeholders and passengers.
The Community Hub AR app – AR stands
for Augmented Reality – gives users access
to a huge amount of information about
CrossCountry’s activities to support
stakeholders around the UK and a host of
learning resources for schools and other
young people’s groups.
There is information about the company’s
partners, opportunities to buy a ticket
online, access the latest safety information
and even to report an incident or crime to
British Transport Police discreetly and safely
by text message.
But the app comes into its own in helping
CrossCountry partners to promote
important issues like rail travel, safety,
security and the work of thousands of
volunteers around the UK.
It means detailed, interactive
presentations and information can be
streamed direct to potentially millions of
mobile devices, reaching out to the entire
CrossCountry community.
Anyone who scans one of thousands of
special posters, luggage tags, leaflets and
brochures around the network can access
the information.
Once the app recognises a trigger image,
it launches sophisticated 3D graphics which
allow users to navigate through a whole
host of digital content including videos,
downloads, weblinks and opportunities to
feedback.
The Community Hub AR app – launched
by CrossCountry as part of its commitment
to promote rail travel and support
communities around the rail network – has
been used to promote community rail
partnerships and in joint initiatives with
British Transport Police and The Scout
Association.
CrossCountry Managing Director Andy
Cooper said: “For several months we have
been utilising Augmented Reality tools to
bring to life our internal communications.
Using an app on their phone or tablet, our
people have been able to watch short
videos of people explaining particular
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R E A L I T Y
Councillor Dan Jellyman, Stoke-on-Trent City
Council’s Cabinet Member for Regeneration, Transport
and Heritage, uses his mobile to view Augmented
Reality content on a poster at Stoke station.

Luggage tags distributed to thousands of
customers had a live AR trigger which
streamed personal security video messages.

matters – transforming the ‘written word’
and offering an opportunity to provide a
personal touch to communication.
“The feedback we’ve had from our people
has been fantastic, as we looked for ways
to build on this success.
“In a trial during December 2017 we
handed out special luggage tags to
customers at selected stations along our
routes.
“Alongside the typical holiday traveller,

we deliberately targeted students going
home for the holidays – as they are both
technologically aware and likely to have
several bags and valuable items with them.
“The tags also include a TravelSmart logo
which, when scanned using the XC
Community Hub app, will load a video of
BTP Chief Inspector Andrea Graham offering
important and practical advice on taking
luggage on trains and how to store it
securely and safely.” (See page 25)

A U G M E N T E D

A U G M E N T E D

R E A L I T Y
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The Ribblehead
viaduct on the
scenic Settle to
Carlisle line –
one of the many
destinations being
promoted using
the Community
Hub AR app.
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THE world is changing incredibly quickly and like many
organisations CrossCountry has had to adapt to the
rapid technological, social and economic changes
taking place.
In 2017 we set out to not only address our
committed obligations but, where possible, to raise
the benchmark by demonstrating what can be
achieved within a relatively short period of time
and without the aid of tangible community assets,
such as stations.
Our challenge was to seek new and innovative
partnerships with organisations which, together with our
community rail partners, shared our collective values and
common purpose and had the structure, capability and
expertise to expand our aims beyond the boundaries of our
network.
We are now proud of the leadership our network is showing, as well as the
powerful collaboration and convening we have fostered over the past year to
begin to tackle some of the biggest challenges we face within our sector and
ultimately within the communities we serve.
With their support we have been able to demonstrate and communicate
shared values in a way which is fresh, responsible and ultimately sustainable.
Some of the organisations which have joined us on this journey
have their logos on this page. They stretch across our entire
network.
This Community Impact Report shows the depth of
CrossCountry’s commitment and the outcomes these
partnerships are having across the UK.

Richard Gibson, left, briefs Dr
Stephen Wright, CrossCountry
Liaison Officer from transport
campaigning organisation
Railfuture, on the business’s
commitment to the
communities it serves.

Strategy and resources lead to significant
uplift in engagement with partners
By CROSSCOUNTRY HEAD OF COMMUNICATIONS

RICHARD GIBSON

THE new franchise agreement awarded in
2016 gave CrossCountry an opportunity to
look again at how it engaged stakeholders
across Britain and to develop ways to use its
new resources to increase its interaction
with the people and communities it serves.
With train services from Scotland to
Cornwall and Wales to East Anglia, but not
managing any railway stations, CrossCountry
is never the ‘local’ train operator; but
nevertheless helps deliver journey
opportunities for business, commuting and
leisure that support the regional economies
and deliver mobility choices. It is this central
position that helps form CrossCountry’s
relationship with its external partners.
With its larger team and additional
responsibilities for delivering the business’s
‘sustainability’ agenda, the company spent
much of 2017 spreading its support,
engaging new partners and delivering
innovative initiatives to make an immediate
impact on the many communities it serves.
Direct funding was made available to 17
community rail partnerships and a grant
scheme was established for them to bid for
additional support. These CRPs are an

essential link between the railways and the
local communities, helping to make rail
more attractive and promoting regional
journeys. During 2017 the Association of
Community Rail Partnerships and the
Settle-Carlisle Railway Development
Company were added to the organisations
able to access these grants, increasing the
places and people who would benefit. Over
the lifetime of the franchise more than one
million pounds will be provided to these
partners by CrossCountry.
This approach of greater engagement
with partners, our people and industry
colleagues to identify opportunities for
innovation and growth has led to wideranging projects across sectors, from Scouts
to schools and from the passengers of today
to the engineers of the future. Identifying
engagement opportunities for growth
through existing programmes and new
partners, the business model was to:
● Focus on issues which needed to be
addressed, both within the business and
the community.
● Support the work with sufficient
resources and targeted contributions to
deliver the best results.
● Create strong partnerships and ensure
effective involvement of external
stakeholders as a core feature to
safeguard sustainable implementation.

To achieve this the team analysed existing
relationships and developed a strategy
defining all potential partners and their
expected level of contact.
For many stakeholders a minimal
relationship was apparent reflecting the
limited impact CrossCountry would have on
their local circumstances.
However, for others it was clear a much
stronger partnership would benefit both the
industry and its external partners.
A central part of this has been willingness
among all partners to re-think assumptions,
evolve approaches and to be adaptive to
changing circumstances.
This new approach and resources have led
to a significant uplift in CrossCountry’s
engagement with its external community
partners, increasing both their understanding
and knowledge of how it can work with
them to deliver their local aspirations,
together with a better understanding of
what those aspirations are within the
business so its plans can be reflective of
these.
We will continue to measure our
engagement with the communities we serve
to ensure these relationships are effective
and beneficial for everyone.
This report provides an update on the
many strands of work already underway and
the impact they are already having across
wider society and the rail industry.

C O L L A B O R AT I O N

C O L L A B O R AT I O N

New and innovative
partnerships
expand influence
beyond network
boundaries
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Stakeholder Liaison Managers Hayley Bull and Alex Bray pictured at the Gateshead Rail Academy,
sponsored by CrossCountry, where railway engineers of the future are being trained.

Liaison Managers are developing vital lines of
two-way communications with stakeholders
AMBASSADORS for the whole of
CrossCountry are reaching out on the
company’s behalf to thousands of UK
stakeholders.
Hayley Bull and Alex Bray were appointed
following the new franchise agreement in
2016 to strengthen relationships with
everyone related to, or interested in, the
railways and to open up vital lines of
two-way communication.
Alex’s background with train operating
companies and Hayley’s prior experience
with Network Rail mean they offer a broad
experience of the industry from
infrastructure to day-to-day operations.
They are working to extend their remit in
the unique position of covering a
stakeholder network from Cornwall to
Aberdeen.
Alex and Hayley joined Head of
Communications Richard Gibson in travelling
to meet politicians, local and regional
authorities, key business organisations, rail
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user groups and many others. Their task is to
explain the services the company offers and
promote the benefits of rail transport; to
listen to the aims and aspirations of the
people in areas served by CrossCountry’s
trains and work with them to ensure its
services are as closely aligned to their
objectives as possible.
Alex said: “Our remit is to expand
engagement across the UK and be the
company’s voice in the room at meetings,
conferences and other events.
“Our work has provided both challenges
and opportunities... challenges in how we
engage the huge number of CrossCountry
stakeholders and opportunities to develop a
framework for stakeholders to engage with
the business and feed into important
decisions, helping us to shape the services of
the future.
“Meeting face-to-face, we are able to
explain CrossCountry’s commitment and
opinion and listen to opinions being

expressed before feeding them back to
colleagues to help plan for the future and
look at potential network or service
changes.”
When the business responded to a need
to improve catering provision on services to
Scotland, Hayley and Alex passed on the
news to stakeholders who, in turn, spread
the word to contacts who see them as a
trusted source.
Hayley said: “We are working very well
with colleagues in production, giving them
real frontline feedback on changes
passengers would like to see, assessing and
fine-tuning the options before giving realistic
reports back to stakeholders and what can,
or cannot, be done and the reasons why.”
Hayley and Alex want to hear from
CrossCountry stakeholders who would like to
engage with the company.
To contact them email
hayley.bull@crosscountrytrains.co.uk or
alex.bray@crosscountrytrains.co.uk

BUSY community bees around Britain can access a
hive of information from a new CrossCountry
internet service.
The website – xc-hub.com – is constantly updated
with the very latest news on the business’ activities
with important stakeholders.
It contains information on the train operating
company’s work with community rail partnerships,
The Scout Association, British Transport Police as well
as photo galleries and environmental information.
There are also toolkits which will help children and
young people learn more about being safe around
the railways. The site contains videos
and opportunities for community
groups, like Scout troops, to start the
ball rolling in adopting a station.
Since its launch last year the
website has received thousands of
visits and traffic is rising fast.
CrossCountry Stakeholder
Liaison Manager Hayley Bull said:
“The XC Hub is an effective and
popular way of finding out more
about CrossCountry’s
stakeholder interaction and
engaging with so many
strands of our activity.
“Setting up the website
was a great way to bring
together all our
achievements in the wider
communities, and to do
so in a way that was
accessible, interesting
and useful, especially
for the community and
educational
audiences.”

C O L L A B O R AT I O N

C O L L A B O R AT I O N

Hub website has very
latest news on
community activities
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PROFESSIONAL:
Mental health and wellbeing are
top of the agenda for Train Manager
Adam Donoghue who is running the
London Marathon to raise money
for the charity MIND. He does his
best to support colleagues too –
after CrossCountry sponsored him
to take part in an introduction to
mental health course.

C O L L A B O R AT I O N

TO SEE VIDEO

LIVING OUR VALUES...
GREAT CAUSES, PEOPLE
AND DIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL:
Amritpal Brom’s exceptional
skills in the information
technology field have led to him
winning a national accolade. The
CrossCountry IT Change and Delivery
Manager – known as Brom – has been
named Project Manager of the Year at the
RailStaff Awards. He was praised for ‘going above
and beyond’ as he was recognised for helping to
introduce a new cost-efficient IT system.

THREE clear and positive values drive everything
CrossCountry does under its Greater Journeys
banner: Passionate. Professional. People-focused.
Every day CrossCountry people show their
commitment to these values either at work on
the railways or in their personal lives. Celebrating
their efforts is an important way of spreading the
word on our values across the business. Here are
just a few of their inspirational stories.

PEOPLE-FOCUSED:
Senior Conductor Stuart Tingey
delivers life-saving supplies as a Blood Bike Driver
for the National Health Service. So far, motorcycle
enthusiast Stuart’s call-outs have involved him
collecting blood samples, medical notes, breast
milk or matter for transplants from the
Queen Elizabeth Hospital in Birmingham.
He has couriered them in an 80-mile
round trip to Queen’s Hospital in
SCAN PHOTO
Burton-on-Trent, with the supplies
securely contained in panniers at
the rear of his bike.

SCAN PHOTO

C O L L A B O R AT I O N
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PEOPLE-FOCUSED:
Retail Service Manager Angie Watson is
known to many of her customers as the Angel
of the North. It is a reference to her outstanding
customer service – and
also to the iconic statue
by Sir Antony Gormley
which greets travellers
as they make their way up to Newcastle.
“While I am serving my customers from
my mobile catering unit I often have
outstretched arms like the statue,” said
Angie. “When we pass the Angel of the
North on the train I usually give it a
wave and say to customers –
there’s my sister.”

TO SEE VIDEO
TO SEE VIDEO

PASSIONATE:
Train Manager Eddie Martin’s idea to bring
much-needed fresh water to rural villages in West
Africa has been rewarded with a British Empire
Medal. He started to raise funds for a well after
he visited Burkina Faso in the aftermath of his
wife Myra’s tragic death in a car accident in
2005. The Myra’s Wells charity has since
raised more than £500,000 and created
106 similar wells across the sun-baked
country.
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PASSIONATE:
Arts lover Tatyana Danova is using her spare time,
and her CrossCountry rail pass, to travel the rail network
enjoying the best of British culture. The Reading Retail Service
Manager is widening her repertoire with classical music lessons from an
expert vocal coach in Salisbury, studying the finer points of Mozart and Handel.

SCAN PHOTO

TO SEE VIDEO
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CUSTOMERS have responded
very positively to CrossCountry’s
latest community initiatives, a
far-reaching quarterly survey has
revealed.
Every three months, members
of the XChange Views Customer
Panel are encouraged to provide
feedback which, in turn, helps to
shape the future thinking of the
company.
The findings also help
CrossCountry solve business
challenges, such as crime and
antisocial behaviour, and learn
what perception there is of
corporate social responsibility
(CSR) projects the company is
actively involved in.
The latest survey, published in
March 2018, was completed
online by 620 respondents of all
ages and also gave those who
took part an insight into the
various community projects
CrossCountry is progressing.
CrossCountry Research Insight
Manager Callum Bruce said: “The
most significant finding is that
the community projects have
prompted a massive and positive
shift in customer opinion of the
railways.
“Before the study, seven per
cent of respondents perceived
the railways as committed to
the communities they serve,
whereas since learning of these
initiatives more than 37 per cent
now perceive this to be the
case.”
In terms of the various
projects the Scout Personal
Safety Programme (see page 23)
was seen as the single most
deserving initiative (22 per cent
of those surveyed), with one
respondent commenting that it
was ‘proactively seeking to
prevent tragic railway-associated
deaths’.
CrossCountry’s involvement in
the Rural Transport Conference
pilot scheme (see page 27) and
Gateshead Rail Academy (see
page 16 and 17) also received a
lot of support.
In other findings, a total of 39
per cent of respondents said
that the railway was a tried and
tested method of travel and 37
per cent said it was part of their
routine.
Fewer than one in six
customers perceived the railways

Station and onboard safety security
is a top priority for passengers. Senior
Conductor Andrew Rhodes talks with
passenger Caroline Baker during a
journey from Birmingham to Derby.

C O L L A B O R AT I O N

C O L L A B O R AT I O N

Customer panel survey reveals very positive
attitudes to company’s community initiatives

Face-to-face
customer service is
greatly appreciated.
Pictured is Revenue and
Support Specialist Kully
Uppal talking with passenger
Joan Argentesi about her
ticket at Birmingham
New Street
station.

as outdated, self-interested and
old-fashioned, whereas almost
one in five saw the mode of
transport as modern and almost
one in four considered it
trustworthy.
In terms of future initiatives,
by far the largest support was

for projects addressing crime
and antisocial behaviour and
integrated transport. These were
closely followed by schemes
addressing accessibility, disability
issues and job creation.
In addition, almost two thirds
of respondents saw the

continual improvement of public
information about the railways
as deserving too.
The report also highlighted
that 87 per cent of those who
took part wanted to be kept in
touch about future CSR
initiatives.

Real-time information in places where it matters ranks highly.
Customer Leanne McGinnell checks the digital display board
before she boards a train at Manchester Piccadilly station.
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Head
of Customer
Relations Emma
Donnelley with
her Best Leader
award.

A team who transformed CrossCountry’s
customer relations were recognised with
two prestigious national accolades.
They won the Best Digital and Best
Leader for Head of Customer Relations
Emma Donnelly, having been nominated in
six categories at the UK Complaint
Handling Awards.
The team was also recognised in the
Best Contact Centre, Best Product and
Service Improvement and Transforming
Customer Relations categories winning the
Silver Award in each.
It comes after a review of the company’s
performance led to the
introduction of new working
practices and technology which
made it easier for customers to
contact the team.
The whole team was involved
in drawing up the changes which
also helped with first time
resolution and case handling
times. Coaching and development
were used – with five team
members stepping up to the plate
through promotions.
Changes resulted in an 87 per
cent reduction in response times,
98 per cent reduction in case
handling times for claims and a 92
per cent reduction in average
on-hand volumes (cases awaiting
processing at any given time).
The company has also seen a 94
per cent reduction in appeals and
escalations and independent
research commissioned by the Office
of Rail and Road demonstrated that

customer satisfaction for overall
complaints handling was 20 per cent above
the national average.
Now CrossCountry has been praised by
industry regulators and is being held up as
an example of best practice.
This put CrossCountry – which is the
only train operating company in the UK to
provide all customer contact services
in-house – in sixth place (out of 658) in
the global Customer Service Category on
Twitter, making it the top transport
company.

Emma said: "We were excited to be
shortlisted for these awards and were
thrilled to have got to the finals.
The competition was strong and we
were up against huge brands like Virgin
Money, HSBC and the Co-op. To come
away with the results we got is
incredible.
“I've always known we have something
special in Customer Relations and am so
proud of the team and all that they have
achieved. I feel honoured to be part of
their success."

E D U C AT I O N
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Top national
accolade
recognises
excellence in
customer
service

Bishop Line Community Rail
Officer Bob Whitehouse is given
interview coaching by Andy
Hitchcock from CoComms.

Media training courses help CRP members
promote their work to a wider audience

Customer
Communications
Specialist Huzifa
Abdul replies to a
customer on Twitter.

MEMBERS of community rail partnership
teams across Britain took part in a
hands-on media skills and communications
training day organised by CrossCountry.
Delegates worked with coaches who
helped them to learn new skills for
communicating effectively with journalists.
Participants were given an insight into
how the modern media operates and were
shown how to respond to reporters’
questions when being interviewed.
They also took part in mock interviews
on camera and over the phone – both live
and recorded – which were then played
back for coaching analysis.

New and social media training also
played a big role at the event with the CRP
representatives being interviewed in a
variety of formats including, FaceTime and
Skype.
The media training took place at the
Principal Hotel in York and was delivered by
Birmingham-based company CoComms,
whose staff have 20 years’ experience
providing media training.
Richard Gibson, CrossCountry Head of
Communications, said: “The training is
about helping the CRP representatives to
hone their skills and effectively get their
message across so they can promote the

work they are doing to a wider audience.
“Interviews can be carried out in a
number of different ways from a
face-to-face chat with a reporter for a
newspaper article, to something being
broadcast live over the internet or on the
television, so it is useful to get to grips with
these different formats.”
Mid Cheshire Community Rail
Partnership Officer Sally Buttifant, who
attended the training, said: “Having the
skills and confidence in place to handle
interviews can make all the difference and
will help me and the other officers raise
awareness for the partnerships.”
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IT equipment worth £50,000
provided through a CrossCountry
community fund is helping to
mould the engineers and
maintenance people of the future.
The money has been donated to
the pioneering Rail Academy in
Gateshead which gives students
practical experience of working on
the tracks.
CrossCountry also worked with
the Tyne Valley Community Rail
Partnership to involve students in
rail-related CRP projects.
The £5 million facility, which now
attracts well more than 300
students a year, features indoor and
outdoor tracks, overhead lines and
signal boxes. Classrooms overlook
the state-of-the-art training
equipment so that tutors can easily
make reference to it in theory
lessons.
Practical and technical training
focuses on signalling,
telecommunications, electrification
and plant and track maintenance.
Curriculum Leader Mark Stokell
said: “The Academy has been open
for four years now and was set up
to help solve a skills shortage in the
railway industry nationally – which
is experiencing an ageing workforce
issue. The facilities we have in place
enable us to provide practical

training to young students –
particularly those aged 16 to 18 –
without having to worry about the
health and safety requirements of
being out in the field.”
Students can enrol onto a variety
of courses including a NVQ Level 2
and Level 3 in Track Maintenance.
As of the start of this year, the
Academy also offers a Level 3
Course in Civil and Construction
Engineering.
As well as working closely with
train operating companies, such as
CrossCountry, and the local
community rail partnership, the
Academy is also working hand in
hand to develop courses with the
National Skills Academy for Railway
Engineering and Network Rail.
Mark added: “Over the past four
years the Academy has gone from
strength to strength. In the first
year we started with an intake of
100 students and that has
increased to the current figure of
350.
“Statistics show that the
majority of students are going into
employment after completing their
courses and that their skills are
very transferable offering them
flexibility. So those who decide the
rail industry is not for them are still
finding jobs with companies such
as Jaguar Land Rover or Hitachi, for
instance.”

SCAN PHOTO
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Support for Rail Academy is helping mould
future engineers and maintenance employees

HEAVY LIFTING: Edd Bishop, left, and Nathan Wilde use a specialist winch to put a rail in position.
READY FOR RAIL:
Karl Nelson with
personal protection
equipment and the tools
he needs to do the job.

THAT’S THE WAY TO DO IT: Leon
Xeros, left, and Lewis Dawe tighten
Pandrol clips in the realistic rail
maintenance workshop.

COMPUTER POWER:
Student Jason Brennan
works in the IT suite
built with sponsorship
from CrossCountry.
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Maggie Philbin pictured with CrossCountry
Managing Director Andy Cooper at the launch
of a new award for young people at the
company’s head office in Birmingham.

TeenTech Chief Executive Maggie Philbin with students who attended the Innovation Day at the Gateshead
Rail Academy, supported by the Tyne Valley Community Rail Partnership and CrossCountry. Pictured far left
is Tim Smith, Engineering, Design and Technology Teacher at Prudhoe Community High School.

Tom of Newminster Middle School tries his
hand at railway
maintenance.

Students are left buzzing with ideas after
a truly inspiring railway innovation day

One of the Newminster
team assembles some
railway track.
ENGINEERING FUN:
Bailey, of Prudhoe
Community High
School, takes part in
the rail track
challenge.
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STUDENTS turned their minds
to railway innovation at a
CrossCountry-supported day
aimed at firing imaginations and
inspiring new skills.
The TeenTech Innovation Day
took place in the state-of-the-art
facilities at Gateshead Rail
Academy, which is sponsored by
the Tyne Valley Community Rail
Partnership with support from
the Train Operating Company.
Students tackled mechanical
challenges involving assembling
train tracks and were then set a
challenge to come up with their
own innovation ideas for the rail
industry.
Inspired thinking resulted in a
range of proposals, from more
communication through mobile
IT to improving access for
disabled passengers, and these
were presented to a Dragon’s
Den-style panel of industry
experts and Academy
representatives.
The Innovation Day was jointly
organised by CrossCountry and
TeenTech, the national community
interest company which helps the
X Factor generation understand
their true potential and the real
opportunities available in the
world of work.

TeenTech Chief Executive
Maggie Philbin – former presenter
of BBC TV’s Tomorrow’s World
and many other top programmes
– said: “It was a truly inspiring
day with some very intrepid and
fresh thinking young innovators.
“The rail industry needs
creative problem solvers and the
young people, who battled
through the snow to attend the
session, left buzzing with ideas.
“They will be sharing their
experience with their year groups
back at school and we look
forward to seeing the final
projects.
“Britain is in the midst of
another industrial revolution and
only by engendering the spirit
that allowed us to thrive so well
in the first will we succeed in the
next.
“For this to happen we need
our young people to see
technology and related applied
sciences as a future, not one
which they might just benefit
from, but one which they can
help create. We have to make
sure we equip everyone in the UK
for the digital revolution, not just
a fortunate few.”
Teachers from the school
parties said the event had been a

TO SEE VIDEO

Maggie
launches new
award for
young people

FULL STEAM AHEAD:
Newminster’s Megan
changes the signals.

real eye-opener for students.
Tim Smith, Engineering, Design
and Technology Teacher at
Prudhoe Community High School,
Northumberland, said: “The
Innovation Day at Newcastle
College Rail Academy really
motivated the students.

“It was also great for them to
be able to talk directly to experts
in this field from CrossCountry,
our local rail partnership and
even British Transport Police.
“It is a sector many of them
had never considered before, and
even though I brought them as

future engineers, many came
away with a much broader
perspective on the opportunities
for them.
“They were so full of ideas by
the end of the day that I can’t
wait to see the proposals they
come up with.”

E D U C AT I O N
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TEENTECH’S Maggie
Philbin visited
CrossCountry to launch a
new award for young
people supported by the
company.
CrossCountry helped its
community rail partners in
Tyne Valley and the Bishop
Line in the North East to
sponsor the Innovation in
Rail award.
CrossCountry Managing
Director Andy Cooper, who
met Maggie during her visit
to Cannon House, said:
“We’re committed to
supporting the
communities who use our
services across the UK and,
by helping to promote
careers in engineering, we
may even encourage the
workers of the future to
consider a career in the
railway industry.”
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Members of the Cambridge University Women’s Boat Club pictured at Ely station, are, left to right, Emma Andrews, Kate
Shipley, Sophie Wrixon, Pippa Dakin, Myriam Goudet-Boukhatmi, Lucy Pike, Melissa Wilson, Olivia Coffey and Thea Zabell.

Sponsorship encourages university rowing
team to take early morning train to training
CROSSCOUNTRY is encouraging a
high-profile women’s rowing team to take a
‘train to their training’ to smooth their
passage to big-time success.
The train operating company supports the
Cambridge University Women’s Boat Club
by helping them travel to their regular
work-outs on the water.
The crew are given passes for the 0555
service from Cambridge to Ely, where they

base themselves at the Boat House on the
Great Ouse.
With their speed monitored by Chief
Coach Rob Baker in his coaching launch, the
women build up their stamina and hone
their competitive edge.
They use this stretch of the river in
preparation for the Women’s Boat Race –
the annual clash between crews from the
Women’s Boat Clubs of Cambridge and
Oxford Universities on the River Thames.
CrossCountry’s ongoing support for the

team was cemented recently by a visit from
former Production Director Anna Heathcote.
Herself an accomplished rower, she
attended a one-hour training session and
spent some time in the actual boat that was
designated for this year’s boat race.
Anna, who rows at Masters level at York
City Rowing Club and is a coach and a
qualified umpire, said: “The crew told me
how much they value the sponsorship and
explained what a difference it makes for
them to be able to combine training with
lectures and other academic activities.”
See
page 29
for a round up
of good causes
benefitting from
fundraising and
donations.

Anna Heathcote looks back
at our cameraman before
setting off on a training row
with the Cambridge University
Women’s Boat Club crew on
the Great Ouse river at Ely.
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THE Association of Community
Rail Partnerships (ACoRP) is
upbeat about its growing
relationship with CrossCountry.
Under the new franchise
agreement CrossCountry
pledged to give a total of £1
million over three years in
grants to 17 community rail
partnerships.
“The support we have had
from CrossCountry has meant
that we have been able to
undertake some projects we
might not otherwise have had
the resources to do,” said
Anders Hanson, ACoRP Senior
Commercial Manager.
CrossCountry has appointed
a dedicated team, who as part
of their engagement with
community stakeholders,
administer the funds and work
directly with ACoRP and its
members.
“It is definitely useful to
have this relationship with
CrossCountry,” said Anders.
As an example of
CrossCountry-enabled
initiatives he singled out the
project to create a Locally
Enterprising Railway Toolkit
which was initiated by the
train operator and is now being
taken forward by ACoRP with
CrossCountry’s sponsorship.
Anders also welcomed the
invitation to the Community
Impact Conference which is
being delivered in July.
Community rail partnerships
from across the UK, along with
industry leaders, are set to
attend the conference which
will be addressed by a number
of rail specialists.
The event is an opportunity
for the partnerships to share
best practice, ask for advice
and be shown the company’s

future vision for community
engagement. “We have been
one of the supporters of
CrossCountry’s Personal Safety
Badge initiative with the Scout
Association which is a great
way of helping young people
to understand the impact of
railway safety,” added Anders.
“We have also supported
CrossCountry in working with
Tyne Valley Community Rail
Partnership to create a
partnership with the
Newcastle College Rail
Academy and in organising a
media skills and
communications training day
for community rail
partnerships.
“These are valuable
initiatives - and we are
currently discussing a number
of new projects for the future
working with CrossCountry.”

ACoRP Senior
Commercial Manager
Anders Hanson at
Leeds station.
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Support enables
ACoRP to undertake
more key projects

TO SEE VIDEO

Severnside Community Rail Partnership’s initiative to promote Days
Out by Train was among the winners at the 2017 Community
Rail Awards, organised by ACoRP and supported by
CrossCountry. Our picture shows pupils from Hannah
More Primary School, in Bristol, on a fun day
out provided by the CRP on the
Severn Beach Line.
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Educating people about the risks of being
around the railway help make it a safe place

S E C U R I T Y
&

S A F E T Y

Cub Scouts and their leaders join CrossCountry Managing Director Andy Cooper, far right, Paralympic basketball medal
winner Simon Munn, second right, who lost a leg in an accident on the railway, Arriva UK Trains Managing Director Chris
Burchell, far left, and British Transport Police Assistant Chief Constable Robin Smith at the launch of the Cub Scout Personal
Safety Badge at Birmingham's New Street station. Below, a CrossCountry train with the Cub Scout badge on its livery.

C O M M U N I T Y

Cub Scouts learn vital lessons as they work
towards new CrossCountry-sponsored badge

CrossCountry Safety and Security Manager
Glen Austin liaises with British Transport
Police Inspector Ricky Sweeney about
onboard information for passengers.
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OVER 150,000 Cub Scouts are being
encouraged to learn more about rail safety
by earning a new badge sponsored by
CrossCountry.
Since the programme was launched in the
summer of 2017, hundreds of Cubs across
Britain have been taking the course and
been given a Personal Safety Badge.
A special film is being distributed via
social media and the CrossCountry
Community Hub website to engage even
more people in learning the key safety
messages. It includes sections on
not trespassing on the railway, only
using designated crossings, avoiding
being close to electrified lines, being
safe and responsible on station
platforms and not treating the
railway as a playground.
CrossCountry is also reaching out
through other key partners, like
British Transport Police and fire and
rescue services, to spread the word
on rail safety to even more young
people.
Scout Association Assistant
Director Simon Carter said: “The

Scout movement is proud to work with
CrossCountry to help our young people
develop the skills they need to stay safe
when travelling on Britain’s rail network.
“By making this film available on social
media with our 23,000 Scout sections and
through CrossCountry and its partners, we
aim to promote the message of safety to
everyone.”
CrossCountry Managing Director Andy
Cooper added: “We are delighted to
continue our partnership with the Scout

Association in helping promote the
importance of staying safe. This new film
imaginatively brings to life some of the
dangers people can face when using the
railway, and teaching these lessons to a
younger audience should help reduce
accidents in the years ahead. Alongside the
personal safety badge, this film is another
example of Britain’s railways working in
partnership to build stronger, safer
communities.”
Jo Johnson MP, Minister for London and
Minister of State for Transport, said:
“The Scout Association is a fantastic
organisation with a strong
membership of more than 400,000
girls and boys across the UK.
“I am immensely proud of the
efforts of the rail industry, and
CrossCountry in particular, in working
with the Scouts on raising awareness
of safety on our railways. This is a
vital message for young people and
one that can, ultimately, save lives. I
hope every Scout can take the
opportunity to take their personal
safety badge.”

S A F E T Y

THE safety of everyone associated with the
railways is our priority, whether it is our
workforce, customers, stakeholders or the
communities we serve around the network.
We have to accept that railways generate
interest and that we need to help all those
people understand that they are a
dangerous place.
But if people understand the risks of
being around the railway, on trains and on
stations, and control them, the railway
becomes a safe place.
Young people are an important audience.

and loss. We are working towards the Office
of Rail and Road’s strategic objective of an
ever-decreasing safety risk and zero
workforce fatalities.
That means reaching out to people who
might misuse a level crossing or trespass on
the railway and educating them to give the
risk the respect it deserves.
As part of the Arriva Group we share
good practice with around 25 per cent of
the UK railway network and the resources
we create working with Scouts, BTP and
other stakeholders are visible throughout
the whole rail industry.
Before you know it we have joined the
whole industry, groups of young people and
communities around the country in one
huge safety campaign.

&
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DES LOWE

Engaging them at an early stage could even
attract them to be the workforce of the
future. We are helping people to understand
the implications of trespassing or vandalism
and by introducing them to employees who
work on the railways we are making the
safety issue more personal and more
relevant.
The work we are doing with The Scout
Association is really putting CrossCountry
on the map as a train operating company
with a commitment to doing the right
thing for the communities we serve.
Important partners like British Transport
Police, the education sector, community rail
partnerships and many more all have a
different role to play in achieving our
common objective of stopping harm, injury

C O M M U N I T Y

By CROSSCOUNTRY SAFETY DIRECTOR

TO SEE VIDEO
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accidents or near misses still occur. As one
of the largest operators in Britain we
believe we have a responsibility to inform,
educate and get the message across about
staying safe.
“That is why we have compiled this
series of free downloadable resources that
can provide a fun and interactive way to
learn all about rail safety.”

SCAN PHOTO

TO SEE VIDEO

S E C U R I T Y

● To download the rail safety-themed
resources visit www.xc-hub.co.uk/
educational resources.htm

S A F E T Y
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safe. There are also safety-themed jigsaw
puzzles that can be downloaded and a
‘Safely Home’ board game which uses
player counters and a spinner dice.
The resources are ideal for teachers or
families who are teaching young people
about how to avoid dangers near to rail
lines.
CrossCountry Safety, Security and
Environment Director Des Lowe said:
“Thanks to our industry partners we
operate on one of the safest rail networks
in Europe. However, serious or fatal

British Transport Police Chief
Inspector Andrea Graham who
features in the safe travel video.

Successful safe travel campaign using hi-tech
luggage tags to target summer holidaymakers

Playing the railway safety board game downloaded from the Community Hub website are,
left to right, Ruby Black, Kacey Lowery and Catherine House, who are all aged 11 and
pupils at Westminster Community Primary School at Ellesmere Port.
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A seasonal campaign, which used
Augmented Reality technology to remind
passengers to store their luggage
responsibly, is being rolled out again for
summer holidaymakers.
TravelSmart, which targeted customers
at Christmas – particularly students
heading home with lots of belongings –
will now be used to help people travelling
by train to their holiday destinations.
The campaign – a joint initiative
launched by CrossCountry and British
Transport Police – saw thousands of special
luggage tags handed out. Each label
included a logo, which could be scanned

using the XC Community Hub App to
launch a short video on the passenger’s
smart phone or tablet.
Footage included a message from BTP
Chief Inspector Andrea Graham offering
important and practical advice on taking
luggage on trains and how to store it
securely and safely.
Now, following its success in helping to
cut down on lost or stolen property, it will
be run again in the upcoming summer
months – this time targeted at tourist hot
spots, airports and cruise liner ports across
the XC network.
CrossCountry Managing Director Andy

C O M M U N I T Y

FREE, fun and instructional education
resources have been created by
CrossCountry to help keep children safe on
and around the railway.
The resources, which can be downloaded
through the Community Hub website, are
aimed at young people both at primary and
secondary school.
They include a range of posters for
different age categories (five to eight, eight
to 11 and 11 to 16) carrying messages
such as ‘the railway is not a playground’
and featuring five golden rules for playing

&

S E C U R I T Y

Education resources can be downloaded from
website by children’s teachers and families

Cooper said: “Watching someone explain
the best way to look after your belongings
in this way really brings the message home,
and having Chief Inspector Graham present
the message in person gives it an
appropriate level of importance.
“We know our trains can get very busy in
the summer just like at Christmas, with
people using the train to get to their
holiday destinations or to start off their
journey.
“So it is helpful to be able to roll out the
campaign again and offer customers advice
on storing and taking care of their
belongings.”
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Driver Colin Hector
checks the DAS in his
cab at Birmingham
New Street station.

Well on the way in a great journey to achieve
challenging environmental targets by 2021
A positive start on the journey to
Destination Green has been made
by CrossCountry – with employees
throughout the business
enthusiastically getting on board the
environmental initiative.
Destination Green, the goal being
pursued by Arriva Group businesses
across Europe in line with the policy of
parent company Deutsche Bahn, has four
clear aims.
These are to reduce the amount of waste
being sent to landfill by 80 per cent, reduce
the amount of water and energy usage by
10 per cent and cut fuel usage by six per
cent – with all targets to be achieved by
2021.
“We have made a positive start by
establishing our baseline and gaining an
understanding of what we need to do to hit
these targets,” said Darshika Patel,
CrossCountry’s Environment Manager.
“There has been a great uptake from
employees who are buying in to initiatives
to achieve the Destination Green aims – and
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there are environmental champions who
have already stepped forward to take a lead.”
Darshika points to the company’s
introduction of the Driver Advisory System
(DAS) which has been installed in train cabs.
As well as advising drivers on when to
lower their speed or coast to save fuel, the
system allows them to negotiate fewer
restrictive signals and gives them advance
warning of locations where speed restrictions
change.
It is voluntary for drivers to sign up to use
DAS, but during 2017 more than two million
litres of fuel were saved by using the system.
Going forward more drivers are being
encouraged to sign up to the initiative.
Further fuel reductions are targeted with

the introduction of auto shutdown of
train engines.
A pilot project is being trialled on
a five-car Voyager which monitors
and regulates the heating, ventilation
and air-conditioning (HVAC) system
according to the number of
passengers onboard with the aim of
contributing to industry knowledge on the
effect of energy consumption.
The HVAC optimisation project is
undergoing a 12-month monitoring period
before the findings are reported to the
Department for Transport under the new
franchise agreement.
The business has also updated to the 2015
version of the ISO 14001 standard which
provides a systematic way to manage the
business’s significant environmental risks.
Darshika added: “Besides the major
company initiatives, employees are doing the
little things like turning lights off when not
needed and segregating and recycling waste.
Lots of small environmental measures will
add up to big achievements.”

A ‘simple but innovative’ approach
that helps passengers book spaces
for their bikes on trains has helped
CrossCountry scoop a top industry
honour.
The company won the Best
Customer Service accolade at the
Cycle-Rail Awards event, held in
central London, for efforts in
improving the links between the
two modes of transport.
It recognises CrossCountry’s
move to help passengers reserve
bicycle spaces using Twitter and
Facebook. And there was also praise
for the train company’s ongoing
work to encourage other
companies to commit to the
system.
Every XC train has a dedicated
cycle storage area onboard but
people need to book in advance.
Using social media in this way has
provided an effective and accessible
real time solution for cyclists.
Judges from event organisers the
Rail Delivery Group recognised the
initiative for being a ‘simple but
innovative solution’.
It also received praise from
Cycling UK Policy Officer Cherry
Allan who singled the scheme out.
She said: “CrossCountry Trains
has not only identified a common
cause for complaint among cyclists
but have come up with a solution
which is allowing people to make
complete journeys with their bike
and with a minimal fuss.”

E N V I RO N M E N T
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Social media bike booking
service gains top accolade

Driver John
Bedford boards a
train with his folding
bike which he regularly
uses for leisure outings.

Conference helps develop a new transport strategy
RURAL communities in East Anglia had
their say on a huge range of public
transport issues at a day-long conference
sponsored by CrossCountry.
Hereward Community Rail Partnership
is backed by Fenlands District Council in a
part of the country that can feel
overshadowed by its big city near
neighbours – Peterborough and
Cambridge.
But the Elected Mayor covering
the whole of the combined local
authority areas, including urban
and rural areas, said investing in
the Fenland area was crucial to
the whole county’s success.

Mayor James Palmer said one of his top
priorities was to lobby for more
investment in both road and rail
infrastructure.
The conference also shared information
on existing transport services and
included workshops and group
discussions on how they can be
developed while improving access for
people with transport difficulties. Visitors
were also given an early opportunity to
help develop a new transport strategy for
Fenland.
Richard Gibson, CrossCountry’s Head of
Communications, told how the business
was investing

and working with local community rail
partnerships to make a positive impact
on the communities the company serves.
He said: “CrossCountry, alongside our
industry partners Network Rail and
Greater Anglia, understands just how
important rail services can be for the
communities we serve.
“This conference marked a great
foundation for Fenland District Council’s
development of a new transport strategy.
We look forward to working the
authority on its implementation, helping
deliver further benefits to this important
community."
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Anyone
with time for
A Spotter Tea can pop
into the community café
at Kidsgrove Station, near
Stoke-on-Trent, supported
by the North Staffordshire
Community Rail Partnership.
Owner Kath Keeling is
pictured behind the
counter.

Support for community groups looking to
start a business around the railway network
TOOLKIT guidance is being used to help
community enterprise companies and
voluntary groups make the most of small
business opportunities around the railway
network. SFEDI, the national organisation
which promotes enterprises and
entrepreneurship, is working with the
Association of Community Rail
Partnerships (ACoRP) to put together the
guide, sponsored by CrossCountry.
The project started after the train
operating company hosted a day-long
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conference when community rail
partnerships looked in detail at successful,
locally-focused businesses in a railway
environment and the crucial challenge of
how to move from being a volunteer to
thinking commercially, identifying markets
and analysing customer demand.
Anders Hanson, ACoRP’s Senior
Commercial Manager, said the toolkit,
which will be launched in the summer, will
include case studies of a number of
business success stories and information

on how to get started and make a venture
a success. He said: “It is aimed at
community rail partnerships but also at
people interested in launching a social
enterprise in a railway context.”
Case studies include groups who have
taken over derelict station areas and
opened up meeting rooms and cafés.
“Some will be run by CRPs or station
groups,” added Anders. “And some by
outside organisations, but the idea is to
support this kind of activity.”

Good causes benefit from
fundraising and donations
DOZENS of charities every year benefit
from the generosity of CrossCountry
people and the business.
A different good cause a week is the
recipient of money collected during dress
down Friday events at the company’s
head office in Birmingham.
Employees nominate charities which
are close to their hearts. When it is the
turn of train crew or engineers who do
not work in the city they visit the office
to make their collection.
In 2017 more than £7,000 was raised
and donated to 50 organisations.
The company itself supports a number

Catherine
Terry, Interim
Head of Marketing
at CrossCountry,
shows an m-ticket on
her iPhone ready
for use on the
railway.

of charities through its Great Causes
initiative. Last year over £10,000 was
given out to 26 different charities.
The company donated 118 train tickets
for prizes and raffles for charities and in
total supported 82 good causes through
either financial support or with donations
of tickets.
Charities supported include: Cornwall
Air Ambulance, RNIB, funding for football
kit and equipment for a lot of local
teams, St John Ambulance, Terrence
Higgins Trust, Railway Children, Kidney
Research, Macmillan Cancer Research, St
Gemma’s Hospice, We Love Manchester

S T I M U L AT I N G

S T I M U L AT I N G
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TRAVELLING on CrossCountry has been made
even easier thanks to an increase in the
number of tickets available for customers to
receive as a digital ticket.
Mobile tickets, known as m-tickets, can be
bought via the CrossCountry Train Tickets app,
mobile site or website and held on a mobile
device.
Additionally, to allow customers even more
choice, e-tickets booked via the company’s website
and delivered as a PDF can be converted to
m-tickets and shown on a mobile – either in the
Train Tickets app or in Apple Wallet.
CrossCountry’s Commercial Director Ben Simkin
said: “We are giving customers a better choice on
how they receive and use their tickets. It’s about
constantly improving the customer experience and
making things quicker and more convenient.”
Around 30 per cent of tickets bought from
CrossCountry are now either m-tickets or
e-tickets and 98 per cent of tickets on offer can
be bought as m-tickets.
“The rail industry is going in this digital
direction and we anticipate use of m-tickets
will continue to grow,” said Ben.
“Fulfilment options like e-ticket and
m-ticket mean customers don’t need to
worry about losing a traditional paper
ticket or spending time queuing at a station
collecting tickets.”
CrossCountry has gained a reputation for leading the
way on ticketing technology and its innovative Advance
Purchase on the Day tickets (APOD), of which they celebrated
the one millionth sale in April last year, is now being adopted
by other train companies.

G ROW T H

M-tickets make customer
experience quicker and
more convenient

Fund, Weston-super-Mare Pride, Promise
Dreams, Cystic Fibrosis Trust, Whizz Kids,
1 Dog At A Time Rescue, SANDs, UKABIF,
Headway, Mind, Birmingham Children’s
Hospital, Suited for Success, The Lullaby
Trust, Cash for Kids, Exeter Deaf Academy,
Dementia UK, BRAKE and Teenage Cancer
Trust.
The company is also involved in
crowdfunding and fundraising for
initiatives including setting up charities,
fundraising towards centres or buildings
and supporting people raising money by
donating to just giving pages for
marathons, walks and other challenges.
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COMPUTER gaming technology
is being used to deliver
state-of-the-art Augmented
Reality scenes to promote the
work of community rail
partnerships around the UK in
an innovative project sponsored
by CrossCountry.
A free app installed on mobile
phones and tablets launches 3D
scenes containing videos,
interactive buttons, links to the
web and social media and much
more.
It means anyone who scans
one of thousands of special
posters on display at stations,
public buildings and along key
lines can access a mine of
information, find out more
about attractions and services,
check train times and buy
tickets, all from their mobile
device.
As well as launching the
Augmented Reality ‘scenes’, the
app also includes information on
all CrossCountry’s community
rail partners, safety information
and even a feature to safely
report a crime or incident
directly and discreetly to British
Transport Police by SMS
message. The project is funded
by CrossCountry as part of its
commitment to support groups
in communities across the UK.
CrossCountry Managing
Director Andy Cooper said: “I’m
delighted to support the
introduction of this new
Augmented Reality app which
brings together tradition and
technology for the benefit of all
rail users.
“Community Rail Partners play
a vital role in maintaining our
network and this app and the
content it launches highlight the
tremendous work they do to
support their local
communities.”
Head of Communications
Richard Gibson said producing
the app and the content it
launches gives rail enthusiasts,
passengers, volunteers and
members of the community
access to a rich archive of
fascinating and useful material.
He said: “The app is free to
download and is a link between
the railway stations that the

TO SEE VIDEO
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The Augmented
Reality trigger image
on the Three Rivers Community
Rail Partnership poster.

The Mid Cheshire Community Rail
Partnership Augmented Reality poster.
community rail partnerships look
after and a whole host of digital
information and activity.
“It’s an exciting, fun
technology and gives anyone
associated with the railways in
any way an opportunity to
explore some of the country’s
most amazing lines, from scenic

rural beauty and unmissable
attractions to the country’s
industrial and engineering
heritage and much more.”
Triggers which launch the
local Augmented Reality ‘scenes’
are available on posters in and
around stations and in the
surrounding community.

On the
CrossCountry
Community Hub
website at www.xchub.co.uk there is a
gallery of triggers
for 19 CRPs around
the country.
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Computer gaming technology transforms
CRP posters into interactive 3D info hubs

The Augmented Reality trigger image on
the Devon and Cornwall Community Rail
Partnership poster.

The Augmented Reality trigger image on the
Poacher Line Community Rail Partnership poster.

ANDY COOPER
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Western Dales Bus, a
community-led integrated
bus service that links the
railway with the Yorkshire
Dales villages of Wensleydale
and Swaledale and Cumbria.

Student Will Velicka hard at work.

Budding
rail enthusiasts
from the Busy Bees
Nursery in Peniston,
West Yorkshire, pretend
to be a viaduct during
a visit to their local
station.
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Long Eaton Station Adopters won a prize in the Most Enhanced Station Buildings and Surroundings
category at the ACoRP Awards for its Long Eaton Street Scene Transformation Project. This included
turning the neglected station entrance into a landscape of raised, planted beds. Pictured undertaking
some clean up work at the station are, left to right, students Bryan Underwood, Ciaren Wilson, Dilan
Vachhani, Raja Panchall, Colm Reid, Matt Thomas, Sat Singh, Adam Gardner and Sophie Watson.
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Student volunteers Sophie
Watson and Colm Reid
join a working party
organised by station
adopters to transform
Long Eaton station.

Group network shares best practice in social
responsibility and community engagement
ACTIVITY across the whole Arriva Group is
shared and analysed to drive excellence in
social responsibility and community
engagement.
The group’s Society & Community
Improvement Network (SCIN) includes
representatives from each of its six railway
businesses. The network focuses on four key
areas, each with its own project team:
● The Locally Enterprising Railway.
● Diversity and Inclusion.
● Young Arts Arriva.
● Station Adoption.
CrossCountry has led on the Locally
Enterprising Railway workstream, leading to
a vibrant conference attended by
community rail partnerships eager to
explore opportunities to run community
enterprise ventures around the railways and

bring station buildings into community use.
Now the business is working with the
Association of Community Rail Partnerships
to develop a Locally Enterprising Railway
toolkit, specifically to inform and assist
organisations who want to maximise the
benefit of these opportunities.
Chiltern Railways has led on the Young
Arts Arriva workstream, producing a toolkit
to share best practice on engaging young
people with the railways through art on
stations and trains.
SCIN’s strength lies in the diversity of
train operating companies across the Arriva
Group – from open access operators
through medium sized businesses to
industry giants.
The best practice shared in the network’s
regular meetings and conference calls also
helps the group’s bid team to identify and

include striking examples of engagement in
franchise processes.
The network provides a picture of what
Arriva is doing around the UK which is
useful both in terms of bidding and also in
raising individual businesses’ profiles.
Each of Arriva’s TOCs are assessed
self-tested against a 14 point maturity
model which covers areas like the way a
company interacts with schools, station
adopters, community rail partnerships, the
supply chain, social enterprises and small
and medium-sized enterprises.
Each TOC is challenged to forecast its
improvements against the model and
reassess every six months. This approach has
seen each TOC improving scores in a number
of areas as they are able to draw on the
experience of other group companies and
focus their efforts in line with the model.
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Community Rail Partnership Funding
Through the franchise agreement negotiated with the Department for Transport in 2016, CrossCountry
is able to provide funding to support Community Rail Partnerships in their endeavours to enhance the
experience of people using the railway and meeting the strategic goals of both the Association of
Community Rail Partnerships and DfT. Throughout the lifetime of the current franchise these funds will
exceed one million pounds. The direct funding made to CRPs during 2017 are included below.

D OW N

T H E

L I N E

CRP direct funding

COMING SOON
– free WiFi on
CrossCountry trains.
Pictured is Laura
Calver of the Mid
Cheshire Community Rail
Partnership accessing the
Community Hub website
on her mobile.

SCAN PHOTO

ANDY COOPER
THIS Community Impact Report has
highlighted many of the activities we have
delivered during the past year to benefit our
customers and the communities we serve.
Each has been carefully chosen to reflect
how CrossCountry differs from other train
operators; without stations to manage and
no employees in many places to interact
directly with the people and locations we
serve.
While this will not change, we believe it
is important to continue building on the
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2018

2019**

Bishop Line

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

Crewe-Manchester

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

Derwent Valley

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

Devon & Cornwall

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

Heart of Wessex

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

Hereward Line

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

High Peak & Hope Valley

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

Leeds-Lancaster-Morecambe

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

Mid Cheshire

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

North Staffs

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

Nottingham- Skegness

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

Penistone Line Partnership

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

South East Manchester

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

Severnside

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

Solent

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

Three Rivers

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

Tyne Valley

£14,615.38

£10,000.00

£5,384.61

TO SEE VIDEO

Looking to build on our achievements to
continue to make positive impact in future
By CROSSCOUNTRY MANAGING DIRECTOR

2017*

successes we have outlined here and to
keep using those ‘differences’ to fill in the
gaps left by our industry partners.
We will seek to continue our work with
the Scout Association and Newcastle
College Rail Academy, as these have both an
opportunity to immediately benefit the
wider communities and can continue to
grow and involve more people and places.
Indeed, we are already looking at other
academies across Britain to see if this
model can be used elsewhere, and will
continue our approach to supporting
academic development to assist the railway
men and women of the future.
Alongside our funding and support for
our designated community rail partners, we

want to work closely with ACoRP and our
industry colleagues to continue the
advancement of these activities in
recognition of their benefit to rail and the
wider community.
Projects like the Locally Enterprising
Railway Toolkit offer a real opportunity to
put these partnerships on a more
sustainable footing and we will continue to
work with ACoRP on its rollout.
And perhaps most importantly, we want
to keep working with and encouraging our
people to play an active role in their own
communities. Working in this partnership
way, we believe CrossCountry will continue
to make a positive impact in the wider
community.

In addition to contributing to each CRP’s operational costs, part of the agreed funding is available for
CRPs to bid for project related activities. Many of these projects, including the benefits they have
delivered to communities and people, are included in the pages of this report. The amount of funding
made to CRPs for projects in 2017 is included in the table below.

CRP grant funding

2017*

2018

2019**

Grant funding available

£248,461.46

£170,000.00

£91,538.44

Grant funding allocated

£182,682.43

Funding carried over to 2018

.
£65,779.03

.

** Includes six railway periods from the start of the franchise in 2016
** For remaining seven railway periods until franchise end in 2019

To find out more visit: www.xc-hub.co.uk or www.crosscountrytrains.co.uk
or contact: Stakeholder Liaison Managers: hayley.bull@crosscountrytrains.co.uk
or alex.bray@crosscountrytrains.co.uk
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